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THE EXTERIOR SQUARE L-FUNCTION ON GU(2, 2)
AARON POLLACK
Abstract. In this paper we give Rankin-Selberg integrals for the quasisplit unitary group on four
variables, GU(2, 2), and a closely-related quasisplit form of GSpin6. First, we give a two-variable
Rankin-Selberg integral on GU(2, 2). This integral applies to generic cusp forms, and represents the
product of the exterior square (degree six) L-function and the standard (degree eight) L-function.
The integral is analogous to a two-variable integral of Bump-Friedberg-Ginzburg [2] on GSp4.
Then we give a set of integral representations for just the degree six L-function on the quasisplit
GSpin6. These integrals are reinterpretations of an integral originally considered by Gritsenko
[7] for Hermitian modular forms, and are analogous to the integrals considered in [14]. We show
that they unfold to a model that is not unique, and analyze the integrals via the technique of
Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis [13].
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give some Rankin-Selberg integrals for the group GU(2, 2), the
quasisplit unitary group in four variables, and a closely-related quasisplit form of GSpin6. More
precisely, the form of GSpin6 we consider is defined by the short exact sequence
1→ GSpin6 → GU(2, 2)→ U(1)→ 1,
where the map GU(2, 2) → U(1) is given by g 7→ det(g)ν(g)−2, where ν is the similitude. First
we give a two-variable integral on GU(2, 2) that applies to generic cusp forms. This integral is
modeled on the two-variable integral of Bump-Friedberg-Ginzburg on GSp4 [2], and it represents
the product of the L-functions associated to the six-dimensional exterior square representation of
LGU(2, 2) = (GL1(C)×GL4(C))⋊Gal(E/F ) and the eight-dimensional standard representation
of this dual group. In fact, if E/F is the quadratic extension used to define the unitary group, then
for primes p of F inert in E, the unramified computation for this two-variable integral reduces to
the one in [2].
We then turn to a family of Rankin-Selberg convolutions for cusp forms on GSpin6 in a single
variable. The dual group LGSpin6 continues to have a six-dimensional representation, and the one-
variable integrals we give represent the associated L-function. These integrals are a reinterpretation
and generalization of an integral originally considered by Gritsenko [7]. Gritsenko’s integral is a
Hermitian modular form version of the the integral of Kohnen and Skoruppa [11] on GSp4, and
like the paper [11], his constructions and arguments only work in this holomorphic case. We show
that our integrals unfold to a non-unique model, and we analyze the integrals via the technique of
Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis. The constructions here are analogous to those in [14].
Let us now describe the global integrals. First, we write W4 for the four-dimensional E vector
space that is the defining representation of G = GU(2, 2). Then, W4 is equipped with a non-
degenerate E-valued pairing 〈 , 〉 satisfying 〈v,w〉 = −〈w, v〉 for all v,w in W4, where z 7→ z is
the conjugation of E over F . The group G is by definition the group preserving 〈 , 〉 up to scalar
multiple. Now, we denote by Q the parabolic of G that stabilizes an isotropic E-line of W4, the
so-called Klingen parabolic. We denote by P the Siegel parabolic of G, which by definition is the
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stabilizer of an isotropic two-dimensional subspace of W4. The two-variable integral is then
I(φ; s,w) :=
∫
GU(2,2)(F )Z(A)\GU(2,2)(A)
φ(g)EP (g;w)EQ(g; s) dg
where EP (g;w) is the Siegel Eisenstein series in the complex parameter w and EQ(g; s) is the
Klingen Eisenstein series in the complex parameter s. The integral unfolds to the Whittaker model
of φ, and we prove that, up to simple factors, the integral represents L(π,∧2, 3s−1)L(π, Std, 2w− 12 )
if φ is a cusp form in the space of π, assumed to be generic.
For the non-unique model integrals we assume the ground field F = Q for simplicity. Denote
H := GSpin6 the form of GSpin6 defined by the exact sequence above. Analogous to [14], in order
to define the integral we consider the six-dimensional Q-representation of H. In fact, the group
GU(2, 2) has a six-dimensional E-representation, namely ∧2EW4(E)⊗ν
−1, but not a six-dimensional
representation over Q; the reason we change groups from GU(2, 2) to GSpin6 is actually to account
for this fact. Let (V6, q) denote this six-dimensional orthogonal representation of H, q being the
invariant quadratic form. This representation may be realized inside of ∧2EW4(E) ⊗ ν
−1. We take
an element vT of V6(Z) with q(vT ) 6= 0, a Schwartz-Bruhat function α on V6(A), and then define
the special function
PαT (h) =
∑
γ∈Stab(vT )(Q)\H(Q)
α(vT γh).
Here h is in H(A), and we are assuming H acts on the right of V6. For a cusp form φ on H, the
global integral we consider is
J(φ; s) :=
∫
H(Q)Z(A)\H(A)
φ(g)PαT (g)EQ(g; s) dg.
This integral unfolds to a non-unique model, and we show that it represents the partial L-function
LS(π,∧2, 3s − 1). (Because GSpin6 is so closely-related to GU(2, 2), we continue to write ∧
2 for
the degree six L-function.)
When E/Q is an imaginary quadratic field, the class number of E is 1, and φ comes from a
level one holomorphic Hermitian modular form of scalar weight, we also calculate a corresponding
archimedean integral J∞(φ; s) in terms of Γ-functions. In fact, in this holomorphic case, the special
function PαT takes on a very nice form. Denote by Z = X + iY the variable on the Hermitian
upper half space of genus two, so that X,Y are two-by-two Hermitian matrices in M2(C) and Y is
positive definite. Denote by H2(OE) the two-by-two Hermitian matrices in M2(OE). Then T will
be a positive definite element of H2(OE), and the modular form P
α
T (Z) of weight r is given by the
expression
PαT (Z) =
∑ 1
(α det(Z) + tr(hZ) + δ)r
where the sum is over the α, δ ∈ Z, and h ∈ H2(OE), satisfying αδ − det(h) = − det(T ). This is
the analogue to GSpin6 of the modular and Hilbert modular forms considered by Zagier [20] and
the Siegel modular form on GSp4 from [14].
When a global Rankin-Selberg convolution unfolds to a model that is not unique, it can be
a difficult problem to determine if the integral represents a partial L-function, and if so, which
L-function. As explained in [3], because of this difficulty, it is an important problem to decide if
Rankin-Selberg integrals associated to non-unique models are a rare phenomenon, or are prevalent.
This paper adds to the now-growing literature of Rankin-Selberg integrals associated to non-unique
models ([13], [4], [3], [8], [14], [17], [15]) and thus gives evidence that such integrals might not be
so uncommon.
In light of these remarks, any heuristic that can help predict the existence of such non-unique
model integrals is of interest. As it turns out, the non-unique model integral in this paper, and
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the ones in [14] and [15], were all predicted in the same way, as follows. First, note the similarity
between the integrals I(φ; s,w) and J(φ; s): One changes the Siegel Eisenstein series EP (g;w)
in the convolution I(φ; s,w) to the special function PαT (g), and one gets a new Rankin-Selberg
integral that still represents the exterior square L-function. Furthermore, the Siegel parabolic
P ∩ GSpin6 is the stabilizer of an isotropic line in V6, while P
α
T is defined by summing over an
orbit of anisotropic vectors. This relation between two-variable integrals for generic cusp forms
and one-variable integrals associated to non-unique models is also present for the integrals in [14]
and [15], where now the two-variable integrals are the ones from [2] for GSp4 and GSp6. Thus
in all these cases, by altering slightly a two-variable integral for generic cusp forms, one obtains
a one-variable integral associated to a non-unique model, and the L-function represented by the
non-unique model integral is exactly predicted by the L-functions represented by the two-variable
integral.
Finally, let us mention some other Rankin-Selberg integrals for GU(2, 2) and the related SO(6).
In [5] Furusawa and Morimoto have given a one-variable integral representation for generic cusp
forms on GU(2, 2) for the exterior square L function. Also, Ginzburg–Piatetski-Shapiro–Rallis [6]
have considered the standard L-functions for SO(n) via the Bessel model, and Bump-Furusawa-
Ginzburg [3] have given a non-unique-model integral for the standard L-function of SO(6n). The
integrals considered in this paper, perhaps surprisingly, are different from these other integrals.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In section two, we discuss the groups GSpin6, GU(2, 2),
their dual groups, and the L-functions to be studied in this paper. In section three, we give
the two-variable integral on GU(2, 2), and in section four we give the one-variable integral on
GSpin6. Finally, in the appendix, we explain some simple arithmetic invariant theory of two-by-
two Hermitian matrices. This AIT is not needed in the proofs of the main results of the paper, but
we have included it because we believe it sheds light on some of the computations used to analyze
the integral J(φ; s).
Acknowledgments: We hope it is clear to the reader that this paper builds on [14], where several of
the ideas were worked out in the simpler case of the Spin L-function on GSp4. It is thus a pleasure
to thank Shrenik Shah for his fruitful collaboration in these matters. While working on the results
in this paper, we have also benefited from conversations with Peter Sarnak, Christopher Skinner,
Ila Varma, and Xiaoheng Wang. This work has been partially supported through the NSF by grant
DMS-1401858.
2. The groups GSpin6, GU(2, 2), and their L-functions
In this section we discuss the groups GSpin6, GU(2, 2), their dual groups, and the L-functions
to be studied in this paper.
2.1. Notation. We collect here a few different notations that we will need. For a matrix m,
∗m = tm denotes the transpose conjugate of m. A matrix is said to be Hermitian if ∗m = m.
If m =
(
a b
c d
)
is a two-by-two matrix, we denote by m′ the matrix
(
d −b
−c a
)
. Then mm′ = det(m)
and m + m′ = tr(m). Set J2 the two-by-two matrix
(
−1
1
)
. Then m′ = J2
tmJ−12 . We write
m# = ∗m′. So, m# = J2mJ
−1
2 . H2(E) denotes Hermitian matrices in M2(E), and we write
H2(OE) for H2(E) ∩M2(OE), where OE denotes the ring of integers in E.
2.2. The groups. Recall that E/F is a quadratic extension of fields, and that (W4, 〈 , 〉) is the
defining representation of G = GU(2, 2). We pick a symplectic basis e1, e2, f1, f2 so that 〈ei, fj〉 =
δij . We suppose that G acts on the right of W4. G is the group of (g, ν) ∈ GL(W4(E)) × GL1
satisfying 〈vg,wg〉 = ν(g)〈v,w〉 for all v,w ∈ W4. There is a map GU(2, 2) → U(1) given by
g 7→ det(g)ν(g)−2. We define H to be the kernel of this map. Then H is quasisplit and split over
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E. Using Proposition 2.4 of [1], a computation with roots shows that H is the quasisplit form of
GSpin6 defined by E.
We now describe the six-dimensional orthogonal representation of H. Define V6 to be the F
vector subspace of ∧2W4(E)⊗ ν
−1 consisting of elements of the form
(1) αe1 ∧ e2 + xf1 ∧ e2 + wf2 ∧ e2 + w¯e1 ∧ f1 + ye1 ∧ f2 + δf1 ∧ f2
where α, δ, x, y ∈ F and w ∈ E. Below we check that H preserves this space. We put a symmetric
bilinear form ( , ) on ∧2EW4(E)⊗ ν
−1 via the wedge product:
v ∧ w = (v,w)e1 ∧ e2 ∧ f1 ∧ f2.
This is H invariant since ∧4W4(E)⊗ν
−2 is the trivial representation of H, and induces a symmetric
bilinear form on V6 via restriction. In fact, we will check below that we have an exact sequence
1→ GL1 → H → SO(V6, q)→ 1
where the GL1 is diagonally embedded in H, and is the connected component of its center.
For computations, and for the proofs of the above statements, it will be very convenient to have
a realization of the representation V6 in terms of matrices in M4(E), so we give that now. First,
we put the basis of W4(E) in the order e1, e2, f1, f2, so that GU(2, 2) is the group of g ∈ GL4 /E
satisfying gJ t4g = ν(g)J4, where
J4 :=

1
1
−1
−1
 .
The action of GU(2, 2) on ∧2W4(E)⊗ ν
−1 can be realized on the set of antisymmetric matrices m
in M4(E) via m 7→ ν(g)
−1 tgmg. Equivalently, define
V ′ = {v ∈M4(E) :
t(ǫv) = −ǫv} where ǫ =

1
−1
1
−1
 .
The elements of V ′, in two-by-two block form, are the set of v =
(
α h
h′ δ
)
, where α, δ ∈ E, h ∈M2(E),
and for a two-by-two matrix m =
(
a b
c d
)
, we write m′ =
(
d −b
−c a
)
. For a four-by-four matrix
g =
(
A B
C D
)
in two-by-two block form, we write g′′ =
(
A′ C′
B′ D′
)
. Then since ǫ−1 tgǫ = g′′, GU(2, 2)
acts on V ′ by the formula vg = ν(g)−1g′′vg.
In this notation, V6 is the set of v ∈ V
′ with α, δ in F , and h ∈ H2(E), the set of two-by-two
hermitian matrices over E. In the identification between the two realizations of the representation
V6, the element on line (1) gets sent to
(
α h
h′ δ
)
, where h = ( x ww y ). Furthermore, for such a v,
Q(v) = 2(αδ − det(h)). We define an integral structure on V6 by setting V6(OF ) to be the v ∈ V6
with α, δ ∈ OF and h ∈ H2(OE). Hence ( , ) is integrally valued on V6(OF ). Let us note that if
m ∈ GL2(E), then M =
(
ν ∗m−1
m
)
is in H precisely when det(m) ∈ F×.
Proposition 2.1. H preserves the space V6. The induced map H → O(V6, q) yields the exact
sequence 1→ GL1 → H → SO(V6, q)→ 1.
Proof. For g =
(
A B
C D
)
and v =
(
α h
h′ δ
)
, one computes
(2) vg = ν(g)−1
(
αdet(A) + tr(A′hC) + δ det(C) X
X ′ α det(B) + tr(B′hD) + δ det(D)
)
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where
X = αA′B + C ′h′B +A′hD + δC ′D.
Now H is generated by matrices of the form ( 1 u1 ), (
1
u 1 ), with u ∈ H2(E), and M as above. Thus
to check that H preserves V6, it suffices to check that these generating matrices preserve V6, and
this is easily done with the formula (2). For instance, if M =
(
ν ∗m−1
m
)
with det(m) ∈ F×,
then
(3)
(
α h
h′ δ
)
M =
(
ν det(m)−1α det(m)−1 ∗mhm
(det(m)−1 ∗mhm)′ ν−1 det(m)δ
)
.
Since H preserves V6 and the quadratic form q, we obtain a map H → O(V6, q). One can see
that the image lands in SO(V6, q) by checking this on the generators above. It is also easy to check
that the map H → SO(V6, q) has kernel exactly the diagonally embedded GL1. What remains
is to check the surjectivity H → SO(V6, q). For this, denote by ι : V6 → V6 the map defined
by ι(
(
α h
h′ δ
)
) =
(
δ −h
−h′ α
)
. Then ι generates O(V6)/SO(V6), and furthermore explicit computation
shows that ι normalizes the image of H in SO(V6). (Again, it suffices to check this on generators,
which can be done easily using (2).) The key bit of the proof is now the following formula: If
v0 ∈ V6 with q(v0) 6= 0, then thinking of v0 in M4(E), we see v0 is in fact in H, and one has
ι(v) · v0 = −Rv0(v), where Rv0(v) = v − 2
(v,v0)
(v0,v0)
v0 is the reflection in v0. Thus H ⋊ {1, ι} surjects
onto O(V6), from which we conclude that H surjects onto SO(V6, q). 
2.3. Dual groups and L-functions. We now define the exterior square (degree six) and standard
(degree eight) L-functions for G = GU(2, 2). For everything regarding the two-variable integral,
we use the form
J4 :=

1
1
−1
−1
 .
That is, we consider G to be the group {g ∈ GL4(E) : gJ4
tg¯ = ν(g)J4}. Recall that the dual
group of G is (GL1(C) × GL4(C)) ⋊ Gal(E/F ). The nontrivial element θ of Gal(E/F ) acts by
(λ, g) 7→ (λdet(g), J4
tg−1J−14 ). For this and the contents of the next paragraph see [10] and [16].
If a prime p of F is inert in E, then the local group G(Fp) is still a unitary group. Let us describe
the Satake parameters of an unramified representation π of G(Fp) at such a place p. Denote by
T the diagonal maximal torus of G, so that T contains T ′ the diagonal maximal split torus of G.
Suppose α is an unramified character of T (Fp) and π is an unramified irreducible subquotient of
Ind(δ
1/2
B α), with δB the modulus character of uppertriangular Borel ofG(Fp). The elements of T are
of the form t = diag(t1, t2, at¯
−1
2 , at¯
−1
1 ). Thus an unramified character α of T is given by characters
α0, α1, α2, where α0 is an unramified character of F
×
p , the other α
′
is are unramified characters of
E×p , and α(t) = α0(a)α1(t1)α2(t2). With these notations, the Frobenius conjugacy class of π in the
dual group LG is then (α0(̟), diag(α1(̟), α2(̟), 1, 1)) ⋊ θ, where ̟ is a uniformizer of F .
We will now define the exterior square representation of LG. Set V4 the standard 4-dimensional
representation of GL4(C). Let GL1(C) × GL4(C) act on ∧
2V4 via (λ, g) 7→ λ ∧
2 (g). Denote
this representation by ρ. Then x 7→ ρ(x) and x 7→ ρ(θ−1xθ) are irreducible representations of
GL1(C) × GL4(C) with the same highest weight, and thus are isomorphic. Hence, there is an
element A ∈ GL(∧2V4) satisfying ρ(θ
−1xθ) = A−1ρ(x)A. Note that if A satisfies this identity, then
so does −A. It is important that we pick A with positive trace. (The other choice −A will not give
the L-function that comes out of the integral representation.) The map that sends x = (λ, g) to
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ρ(x) and (1, 1) ⋊ θ to A defines a representation of LG = (GL1(C)× GL4(C)) ⋊Gal(E/F ). This
representation is what we refer to as the exterior square; we denote it by ∧2.
The standard representation of LG is defined more simply. If x = (λ, g) ∈ GL1(C) × GL4(C),
set ρ4(x) = g ∈ GL(V4). Then the standard representation ρstd is the 8-dimensional Ind
LG
LG0
(ρ4),
where LG0 = GL1(C)×GL4(C).
The following proposition computes the exterior square and standard L-function for an unrami-
fied representation of G(Fp) at an inert place p in terms of L functions of G
′ = GSp4.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that p is inert in E, α is an unramified character of T , and π is an
unramified irreducible subquotient of IndGB(δ
1/2
B α). Denote by α
′ the restriction of α to T ′, and
suppose that π′ is an unramified irreducible subquotient of IndG
′
B′(δ
1/2
B′ α
′). Then if π has central
character ωπ,
L(π,∧2, s) = L(π′, Spin, s)L(ωπ, 2s).
If π has trivial central character,
L(πp, Std, w) =
L(π′p, Std, 2w)
ζ(2w)
.
Note that the reciprocals of both sides of the first equality are of degree 6 in p−s, while the
reciprocals of both sides of the second equality are degree 8 in p−s.
Denote by ZF ≃ GL1 the connected component of the center of H, so that H/ZF ≃ SO(V6, q).
Since we will consider automorphic representations on H that transform trivially with respect to
ZF , it suffices to consider the dual group of SO(V6). Since SO(V6, q) is quasisplit, the dual group
L SO(V6) may be identified with O(V6(C)), with the nontrivial element of Gal(E/F ) acting as a
reflection. Thus there is again a degree six L-function, given by the six-dimensional irreducible
representation of O(V6(C)). Because of the close connection to the ∧
2 L-function on GU(2, 2), we
continue to write L(π,∧2, s) for this L-function, where now π is an automorphic representation on
H with trivial character on ZF .
Proposition 2.3. Suppose p is place of F unramified in E, that α is an unramified character of
the diagonal torus T of H, trivial on ZF , and πp is an irreducible subquotient of Ind(αδ
1/2
B ). Set
tA = diag(p, p, 1, 1), tB = diag(p, 1, 1, p), tC = diag(1, p, p, 1), and tD = diag(1, 1, p, p). If p is
inert in E, then L(πp,∧
2, s)
= ζp(2s) [(1− α(tA)|p|
s)(1 − α(tB)|p|
s)(1 − α(tC)|p|
s)(1− α(tD)|p|
s)]−1 .
If p is split in E, take π1, π2 in Ep ≃ F × F so that π1 = (p, 1) and π2 = (1, p) under this
indentification. Set tE = diag(π1, π2, π1, π2), tF = diag(π2, π1, π2, π1). Then L(πp,∧
2, s)
= [(1− α(tA)|p|
s)(1− α(tB)|p|
s)(1− α(tC)|p|
s)(1− α(tD)|p|
s)(1− α(tE)|p|
s)(1− α(tF )|p|
s)]−1 .
3. The two-variable integral
In this section, we state the various results concerning the two-variable Rankin-Selberg integral.
As all or almost all the arguments are standard, we omit or sketch very briefly the proofs. Recall
also that for this section, we define G = GU(2, 2) in terms of the antidiagonal form,
J4 :=

1
1
−1
−1
 .
Equivalently, we put the basis of W4 in the order e1, e2, f2, f1.
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3.1. The global integral. We define the Siegel parabolic P of G to be the stabilizer of the
(isotropic) subspace spanned by f1, f2, and the Klingen parabolic the stabilizer of the line spanned
by f1. If fP ∈ Ind
G
P δ
w
P ) and fQ ∈ Ind
G
Q(δ
s
Q) are standard sections, then the Siegel and Klingen
Eisenstein series are, respectively,
EP (g;w) =
∑
γ∈P (F )\G(F )
fP (γg;w); EQ(g; s) =
∑
γ∈Q(F )\G(F )
fQ(γg; s).
Following [2], set
νP :=

1
1
1
1
 ; νQ :=

1
1
−1
1
 .
Define R = (ν−1P QνP )∩ (ν
−1
Q PνQ). Then R is the subgroup of G consisting of matrices of the form
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
∗
∗
 .
Proposition 3.1. Suppose π has trivial central character. Denote by ZE the center of G, which is
E× embedded diagonally, R0 the unipotent radical of R and Wφ the Whittaker model of φ. Then
I(φ; s,w) =
∫
R0(A)ZE(A)\G(A)
fP (νQg;w)fQ(νP g; s)Wφ(g) dg.
Proof. One proves that the double coset Q(F )\G(F )/P (F ) is represented by {1, νP ν
−1
Q }, and then
the proof is the same as that in [2], Theorem 1.1. 
3.2. Unramified calculation. Define
Ip(W ; s,w) =
∫
R(Fp)ZE(Fp)\G(Fp)
fpP (νQg;w)f
p
Q(νP g; s)Wp(g) dg.
Theorem 3.2. Assume E/F is unramified. Denote by ǫE/F the quadratic character associated
to E/F : i.e., ǫE/F (p) is 1 if p is split in E and −1 when p is inert in E. When all the data is
unramified,
Ip(W ; s,w) =
L(πp, Std, 2w −
1
2)L(πp,∧
2, 3s − 1)
L(ǫE/F , 4w − 1)ζF (4w)ζE(3s)ζF (6s − 2)
.
Proof. If p is split in E, then this is a calculation with GL4 and thus is entirely standard. So, let us
briefly explain the proof in the case that p is inert in E. Write q for the order of the residue field of
the integer ring of F . Set U = q−(2w−
1
2
), V = q−(3s−1), andK = δ
−1/2
B W , whereW is the Whittaker
model of πp, normalized so that W (1) = 1. Define I1(W ; s,w) = ζF (4w)ζE(3s)I(W ; s,w). By
manipulations similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [2], we get that
I1(W ; s,w) =
∑
n,m≥0
V nU2m
(
1− U2n+2
1− U2
)(
1− V 2m+2
1− V 2
)
K([m,n]),
where K([m,n]) = K(diag(pm+n, pn, 1, p−m)). Since the rational root system of G is that of GSp4,
a fact due to Tamir [18] is that the Casselman-Shalika formula for G reduces to that of GSp4 in
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the sense that KGπp = K
GSp4
π′p
on the torus of GSp4 ⊆ G. Here π
′
p is as in Proposition 2.2. Applying
this fact, I1 is computed in Bump-Friedberg-Ginzburg [2] Theorem 1.2 to be
(4)
L(π′p, Std, U
2)L(π′p, Spin, V )
ζ(U4)
.
The notation L(πp, Std, Z) means
∑
k≥0 tr(Sym
kStd(Ap))Z
k, where Ap is the conjugacy class in
LG corresponding to πp, and similarly for the other L functions. Via Proposition 2.2, (4) is equal
to
ζ(U2)L(πp, Std, U)L(πp,∧
2, V )
ζ(U4)ζ(V 2)
=
L(πp, Std, U)L(πp,∧
2, V )
L(ǫE/F , U2)ζ(V 2)
.
The theorem follows. 
Remark 3.3. The normalized Siegel Eisenstein series is E∗P (g;w) = L(ǫE/F , 4w−1)ζF (4w)EP (g;w);
see, for instance, Tan [19]. The normalized Klingen Eisenstein series is ζE(3s)ζF (6s − 2)EQ(g; s).
These facts can be verified using the work of Lai [12], together, of course, with Langlands’ theory
of the constant term. Thus the L-functions in the denominators of the local unramified calculation
disappear upon the insertion of the normalized Eisenstein series.
4. The one-variable integral
In this section, we consider the one-variable integral for the degree six L-function of H(A). As
remarked in the introduction, it unfolds to a non-unique model. Throughout the rest of the paper,
F = Q and E is an imaginary quadratic extension of Q.
4.1. Global constructions. We will now define the special function PαT (h) precisely. For a matrix
T ∈ H2(E), we set vT the element of V6 represented by the matrix
(
T ′
T
)
∈ V6 ⊆ M4(E). For
simplicity, we will assume − det(T ) ∈ F is not a norm from E. This is equivalent to assuming that
the Hermitian form on E2 given by T , namely 〈u, v〉T := uT
tv, has no nonzero isotropic vectors.
Define GT to be the stabilizer of vT inside H. Then GT is a quaternion unitary group on two
variables. The quaternion algebra BT in terms of which it is defined is the set of m in M2(E) that
satisfy m = Tm#T−1, where recall that m# = tm′. The assumption that − det(T ) is not a norm
from E implies that the quaternion algebra BT is not split. An element ( 1 u1 ) in H is in GT if and
only if tr(Tu) = 0. Similarly, an element M =
(
λm#
m
)
in H is in GT if and only if m is in BT ,
i.e.,
(5)
(
λm#
m
)
∈ GT ⇔ m = Tm
#T−1.
For a Schwartz-Bruhat function α on V6(A), we set
PαT (h) =
∑
γ∈GT (Q)\H(Q)
α(vT γh).
Let us also define the normalized Eisenstein series. Pick a Schwartz-Bruhat function Φ on
W4(AE). Pick a nonzero vector f in Ef1 ⊕ Ef2 and set
fΦ,∗(g; s) = ζS(6s − 2)|ν(g)|3sF
∫
GL1(AE)
Φ(tfg)|t|3sE dt.
Then if Q denotes the stabilizer of the line Ef in H, fΦ,∗ ∈ Ind(δsQ), and for almost all p,
fΦ,∗p (1; s) = ζp(6s − 2)ζEp(3s). We set E
Φ,∗
Q (g; s) =
∑
γ∈Q(F )\G(F ) f
Φ,∗(γg; s). The following three
lemmas will trivialize the unfolding.
Lemma 4.1. The double coset space Q(F )\H(F )/GT (F ) is a singleton.
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Proof. The coset space Q(F )\H(F ) is in bijection with the isotropic E lines in W4(E). Using that
− det(T ) is not a norm from E, it is easy to check via explicit matrix computations that all the
isotropic lines are in one orbit under GT . 
Definition 4.2. Consider VE := Ef1⊕Ef2. Define a conjugation on VE as af1 + bf2 = af1+ bf2,
a, b ∈ E. Thinking of VE as row vectors, we have a right action on VE by T via v 7→ vT , v ∈ VE .
For a nonzero f in Ef1 ⊕Ef2, set fT = fT
(
−1
1
)
. Denote 〈 , 〉T the Hermitian form defined by T
on VE . That is, if u, v are in Ef1 ⊕ Ef2, thought of as row vectors, then 〈u, v〉T = uT
tv.
We note for later use that f
(
1
−1
)
tfT = −〈f, f〉T , and that(
〈f, f〉T 〈f, fT 〉T
〈fT , f〉T 〈fT , fT 〉T
)
= 〈f, f〉T
(
1
det(T )
)
.
Since f
(
1
−1
)
tfT = −〈f, f〉T 6= 0, f, fT make a basis of VE.
Lemma 4.3. If g ∈ Q ∩ GT , and fg = λf , then fT g = λfT . Conversely, if x ∈ GL(VE) satisfies
fx = λf , fTx = λfT , then
(
x#
x
)
is in GT .
Proof. The defining relation for stabilizing vT is
(6) ǫ−1 tgǫvT g = ν(g)vT .
Note that J4
∗gJ−14 = ν(g)g
−1, J4
∗vTJ
−1
4 = −vT , and J4
∗ǫJ−14 = −ǫ. Take (6), apply conjugate
transpose to it, and conjugate by J4. We thus obtain that the defining relation is equivalent to
g−1vT ǫJ4 = vT ǫJg
−1.
Now suppose g ∈ Q ∩GT . Then so is g
−1, so
λfvT ǫJ4 = fgvT ǫJ4 = fvT ǫJg.
Multiplying this out gives
λfT
(
−1
1
)
= fT
(
−1
1
)
g,
or λfT = fT g, as desired. The same equations prove the converse. 
Define DE ⊂ GT to be the set of
(
x#
x
)
, where x ∈ GL2(E) satisfies fx = λf , fTx = λfT , for
some λ in E×. Then DE ≃ GL1/E . It follows immediately from Lemma 4.3 that
Lemma 4.4. GT ∩Q is the set of matrices in H of the form
(
λx♯ ∗
x
)
where fx = λf , fTx =
λfT , λ ∈ GL1/E.
Now we define the Fourier coefficient that will appear in the unfolded integral. Denote by UP
the unipotent radical of the Siegel parabolic of H, so that UP consists of the matrices U = ( 1 u1 ) in
H. We define χ : UP (A)→ C
× via χ(U) = ψ(tr(Tu)) where u is the upper right two-by-two block
of U . Note that DE centralizes χ by (5). We set
φχ,N (g) =
∫
UP (F )\UP (A)
χ−1(u)φ(ug) du; and φχ(g) =
∫
DE(F )ZF (A)\DE(A)
φχ,N (xg) dx.
For NT := UP ∩GT , define
αχ(vT g) =
∫
NT (A)\UP (A)
χ(u)α(vT ug) du.
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Proposition 4.5. Set JΦ,∗(φ; s) the Rankin-Selberg integral with the normalized Klingen Eisenstein
series, i.e.,
JΦ,∗(φ; s) :=
∫
H(Q)Z(A)\H(A)
φ(g)PαT (g)E
Φ,∗
Q (g; s) dg.
Then
JΦ,∗(φ; s) = ζS(6s− 2)
∫
UP (A)\H(A)
αχ(vT g)|ν(g)|
3sΦ(fg)φχ(g) dg.
Proof. Observe that
(7)
∫
NT (F )\NT (A)
φ(ng) dn =
∑
λ∈F×
φχ,N (dλg)
where dλ = diag(λ, λ, 1, 1).
First unfold PαT , and then unfold the Eisenstein series using Lemma 4.1. Now, integrating over
NT , and then using (7) we obtain
JΦ,∗(φ; s)
ζ(6s− 2)
=
∫
DE(F )NT (A)ZF (A)\H(A)
α(vT g)f
Φ
Q(g; s)φχ,N (g) dg
=
∫
DE(A)NT (A)\H(A)
α(vT g)f
Φ
Q(g; s)φχ(g) dg.(8)
Performing an inner integral over DE in the expression∫
NT (A)\H(A)
α(vT g)|ν(g)|
3sΦ(fg)φχ(g) dg
we get (8), proving the proposition. 
Below we make the unramified computation, Theorem 4.10, which implies
Theorem 4.6. For a sufficiently large finite set S of places, including the archimedean place, we
have JΦ,∗(φ; s) = JΦ,∗S (φ; s)L
S(π,∧2, 3s − 1), where
JΦ,∗S (φ; s) =
∫
UP (AS)\H(AS )
αχ(vT g)|ν(g)|
3sΦ(fg)φχ(g) dg
and AS :=
∏
v∈SQv.
When φ comes from a level one Hermitian modular form of weight r ≥ 7, E has class number one,
and T is positive definite, we can also pick the data α∞ and Φ∞ so as to compute J∞(φ; s) in terms
of Γ-functions, at least under some simplifying assumptions. This is Theorem 4.16. Combining this
with Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 4.15, which controls the local integrals at the bad finite places,
we obtain
Theorem 4.7. Suppose E has class number one, T is positive definite, and φ comes from a level
one Hermitian modular form fφ of weight r ≥ 7, as made precise in section 4.4. Assume moreover
that T ∈ H2(OE), f ∈ OEf1 ⊕OEf2, and 〈f, f〉T = 1. Then there exists φ1 in the space of π, and
data α for PαT , Φ for E
Φ,∗
Q so that
JΦ,∗(φ1; s) = a(T )(2π)
−9sΓ(3s − 1)Γ(3s)Γ(3s + r − 3)LS(π,∧2, 3s − 1),
where a(T ) is the (constant) Fourier coefficient of fφ corresponding to T and S is the set of primes
ramified in E.
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4.2. Unramified computation. In this section we give the unramified computation. Everything
here is local, so we write E in place of Ep and F in place of Fp. We assume throughout that p is
unramified in E, so that either E is F × F or E is the unique unramified quadratic field extension
of F .
Let us first relate the degree six L-function of H = GSpin6 to Hecke operators.
Definition 4.8. Define ∆s(g) = |ν(g)|s char(g) where the characteristic function is that ofM4(OE).
Set K = H(E) ∩ GL4(OE). The function ∆
s(g) is bi-K-invariant. The following theorem may
be extracted from Hina-Sugano [9] and Gritsenko [7].
Theorem 4.9. Denote ωα the Macdonald spherical function of the irreducible representation π of
H(F ), and ωπ the central character of π. Then∫
H(F )
ωα(g)∆
s(g) dg =
L(π,∧2, s− 2)
L(ωπ, 2s − 4)L(ωπ, 2s − 2)
.
Using this theorem, we now give the unramified computation. Let ℓ : π → C be a (UP , χ)
functional. (We do not need to hypothesize the extra invariance under DE). Let v0 be the spherical
vector of πp, and assume Φ is the characteristic function of W4(OE). Assume moreover α is the
characteristic function of V6(OF ). Set
J∗(ℓ; s) = ζ(6s− 2)
∫
UP (F )\H(F )
αχ(vT g)|ν(g)|
3sΦ(fg)ℓ(π(g)v0) dg.
Theorem 4.10. Assume T is integral, f ∈W4(OE), and 〈f, f〉T ∈ O
×
F . Then
J∗(ℓ; s) = L(π,∧2, 3s − 1)ℓ(v0).
Remark 4.11. Note that since we assume E/F is unramified, the inverse different is trivial, and
thus the pairing (h1, h2) 7→ tr(h1h2) on H2(E) identifies H2(OE) with its own OF -linear dual. Also
note that the condition 〈f, f〉T ∈ O
×
F implies p
−1T is not integral.
Define
I∆(ℓ; s) =
∫
H(F )
∆s(g)ℓ(π(g)v0) dg.
The proof will be to show JΦ,∗(ℓ; s) = ζ(6s − 2)ζ(6s)I∆(ℓ; 3s + 1). Before doing this, we need a
couple preliminaries.
Definition 4.12. For m ∈ GL2(E) with det(m) ∈ F
×, define ΞT (m) = char(m
−1Tm# integral).
That is, ΞT (m) is 1 if m
−1Tm# is integral, and zero otherwise.
Proposition 4.13. Suppose M =
(
λm#
m
)
is in H. Define Y (M) = char(|λ| ≤ 1). Then
αχ(vTM) = Y (M)|λ|ΞT (m).
Proof. Suppose M as above, and u =
(
1 h
1
)
∈ UP . We have
vTuM =
(
(m−1Tm#)′
m−1Tm# λ−1 tr(Th)
)
.
Hence, for α(vTuM) 6= 0, we need m
−1Tm# integral. Furthermore, it is clear from this expression
that the set of u ∈ UP for which α(vTuM) 6= 0 is an abelian group. Hence, the integral defining
αχ will vanish unless χ is trivial on this set. It follows that for αχ(vTM) to not vanish, we need
|λ| ≤ 1, and furthermore that the integral∫
NT \UP
χ(u)α(vT um) du
in this case is |λ|. This gives the proposition. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.10. By the Iwasawa decomposition,
I∆(ℓ; s) =
∫
MP
δ−1P (M)|ν(M)|
sℓ(π(M)v0)
(∫
UP
χ(u) char(uM) du
)
dM,
where MP = (
∗
∗ ) ⊆ H is the Levi of the Siegel parabolic in H. We compute this inner integral as
a function of M ∈MP .
Suppose M =
(
λm#
m
)
. Define Um = {u ∈ H2(E) : um ∈ M2(OE)}. Then Um is an abelian
group, so the inner integral vanishes unless
(9) {u 7→ ψ(tr(Tu))} is trivial when restricted to Um.
If condition (9) is satisfied then the inner integral is equal to the measure of Um. We claim
(10)
∫
H2(E)
ψ(tr(Tu)) char(um ∈M2(OE)) du = |det(m)|
−1 char(valp(m) = 0)ΞT (m).
Here, for a matrix m, valp(m) is defined by the equality m = p
valp(m)m0 with m0 in M2(Zp) \
pM2(Zp).
Suppose m is such that the left-hand side of (10) is nonzero. First, because p−1T is not integral,
we get valp(m) = 0. Changing variables u 7→ m
#um−1, we see that the unipotent integral is equal,
up to a nonzero constant, to∫
H2(E)
ψ(tr(m−1Tm#u)) char(m#u ∈M2(OE)) du.
Since m# is still integral, we see tr(m−1Tm#u) must be integral for all integral u. Hence m−1Tm#
is integral, by Remark 4.11.
Now suppose valp(m) = 0 and m
−1Tm# is integral. We will show tr(Tu) is integral for all u in
Um. To see this, take such a u in Um. Then obviously Tum is integral, since T is integral. Since
∗mu is integral, we also have
m′Tu = (m−1Tm#)( ∗mu)
is integral. It follows that (Tu)′m is integral. Adding Tum and (Tu)′m together, we get tr(Tu)m
is integral, since Tu+ (Tu)′ = tr(Tu). Since valp(m) = 0, we conclude tr(Tu) is integral.
Now we compute the measure of Um. To do this, write m = kdk
′ with k, k′ in GL2(OE)
and d = diag(d1, d2) diagonal. (Note that one can do this both when E is a field, and when
E = F × F .) By changing k, k′ if necessary, we may assume det(d) ∈ F×. A change of variable
gives meas(Um) = meas(Ud), so we compute the measure of Ud. First assume E is a field. Since
valp(m) = 0, we may assume d2 = 1. A matrix multiplication ud now immediately givesmeas(Ud) =
|d1|
−1 = |det(m)|−1. Now assume E = F × F . We have d = diag((dA1 , d
B
1 ), (d
A
2 , d
B
2 )). Since
valp(m) = 0, we may assume d
A
2 = 1, and then since det(d) ∈ F
×, we get dA1 = d
B
1 d
B
2 . Now the
matrix multiplication ud gives meas(Ud) = |d
B
1 d
B
2 |
−1 = |det(m)|−1.
Hence,
I∆(ℓ; s) =
∫
MP
δ−1P (M)|ν(M)|
s|det(m)|−1 char(valp(m) = 0)ΞT (m)ℓ(π(M)v0) dM.
Since ℓ(π(M)v0) 6= 0 implies |λ| ≤ 1, this is∫
MP
δ−1P (M)|ν(M)|
s|det(m)|−1Y (M) char(valp(m) = 0)ΞT (m)ℓ(π(M)v0) dM.
Thus ζ(6s)I∆(ℓ; 3s + 1)∫
MP
δ−1P (M)|ν(M)|
3s+1|det(m)|−1Y (M) char(m)ΞT (m)ℓ(π(M)v0) dM.
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On the other hand, from Proposition 4.13 we get
JΦ,∗(ℓ; s)
ζ(6s − 2)
=
∫
M
δ−1P (M)|ν(M)|
3sΦ(fM)|λ|ΞT (m)ℓ(π(M)v0) dM.
Since |λ| = |ν||det(m)|−1, and since char(fm)ΞT (m) = char(m)ΞT (m) by Lemma 4.14 below, we
are done. 
Recall fT from Definition 4.2.
Lemma 4.14. If m−1Tm# ∈M2(OE) ∩H2(E), fm is in OEf1 ⊕OEf2 =: V (OE), and 〈f, f〉T ∈
O×F , then m ∈M2(OE).
Proof. Since f
(
1
−1
)
tfT = −〈f, f〉T ∈ O
×
F is a unit, f and fT form a basis of the free OE module
V (OE). Hence to check that m ∈ M2(OE), it suffices to check that fm and fTm are in V (OE),
and thus we must only check the latter condition. Set J2 =
(
−1
1
)
. Then
fTm = fTJ2m = fT
(
J2mJ
−1
2
)
J2 = fTm
#J2 = fm
(
m−1Tm#
)
J2.
Hence fTm ∈ V (OE), as desired. 
4.3. Ramified computation. In this section we control the local integral J(ℓ; s) at bad finite
places. Everything below is local at p.
Proposition 4.15. Let v0 in the space of πp be given. Then, there exist v in the space of πp , a
Schwartz function Φ on W4(E), and a Schwartz-Bruhat function α on V6(F ), all depending only
on v0, so that for all (UP , χ) models ℓ,
J(ℓ; v, s) :=
∫
NT \H
α(vT g)|ν(g)|
3sΦ(fg)ℓ(π(g)v0) dg = ℓ(v0).
Proof. As this is similar to [14] Proposition 3.4, we omit the proof. 
4.4. Holomorphic Hermitian modular forms. In this section, we make the archimedean com-
putation for holomorphic Hermitian modular forms, under some simplifying assumptions. The
calculations here are very similar to those in the analogous section of [14]. We assume E is an
imaginary quadratic field, that T is positive definite, and that φ comes from a scalar weight Her-
mitian modular form. Additionally, our simplifying assumptions are that E has class number one,
φ is level one, T is in H2(OE), and 〈f, f〉T = fT
∗f = 1.
Denote by H the Hermitian upper half space, consisting of Z = X + iY in M2(C) with X,Y
Hermitian and Y positive definite. Then H+(R) (the elements with positive similitude) act tran-
sitively on H via the formula γ =
(
A B
C D
)
takes Z to (AZ + B)(CZ + D)−1. Set K∞ to be the
elements of H+(R) that stabilize i and have similitude 1. (So, K∞ sits inside of SU(2, 2).) For γ
as above, Z ∈ H, define j(γ, Z) = det(CZ +D).
For a finite prime p of F , we denote by Kp the open compact subgroup of H(Qp) equal to
H(Qp) ∩GL4(OEp). We assume our cusp form φ satisfies
(1) φ(gkfk∞) = j(k∞, i)
−rφ(g) for all kf ∈
∏
pKp, k∞ ∈ K∞.
(2) The function fφ : H → C well-defined by fφ(g∞(i)) = ν(g∞)
−rj(g∞, i)
rφ(g∞) for g∞ in
H(R)+ is a holomorphic Hermitian modular form.
It follows from these assumptions that
fφ(g∞ · i) =
∑
H∈H2(OE)∨
a(H)e2πi tr(Hg∞·i),
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where a(H) are the (constant) Fourier coefficients of fφ and H2(OE)
∨ denotes the elements H
of H2(E) satisfying tr(HR) ∈ Z for all R ∈ H2(OE). (Compare Remark 4.11). Since UP (A) =
UP (Q)UP (R)UP (Ẑ), we have for m ∈M
+(R),
ν(m)−rj(m, i)r
∫
UP (Q)\UP (A)
ψ−1(tr(Tu))φ(um) du = a(T )e2πi tr(Tm·i).
To compute the model φχ that appears in the unfolded integral, we still must integrate over DE/ZF .
Since fJ2
tfT = 〈f, f〉T , which is 1 by assumption, the elements f, fT extend to a symplectic, OE-
basis of W4(OE). Hence, under the identification DE ≃ GL1/E defined by the action on the vector
f , DE(Ẑ) := DE(Af ) ∩ Stab(W4(OE) ⊗Z Ẑ) becomes exactly GL1(ÔE). Since we assume E has
class number one, the natural map
GL1(E)GL1(A)\GL1/E(A)/GL1(ÔE)→ GL1(R)\GL1/E(R)
is a bijection, and hence so is
DE(Q)ZF (A)\DE(A)/DE(Ẑ)→ ZF (R)\DE(R).
Thus, for m ∈M+(R),
φχ(m) = a(T )ν(m)
rj(m, i)−r
∫
GL1(R)\DE(R)=U(1)(R)
e2πi tr(Tz·m·i) dz,
since ν(z) = j(z, Z) = 1 for z ∈ U(1)(R). Since for z ∈ DE, tr(Tz · Z) = tr(TZ), we get that
(11) φχ(m) = a(T )ν(m)
rj(m, i)−re2πi tr(Tm·i)
up to a nonzero constant. If m has negative similitude, φχ(m) = 0.
We switch notation from the previous section, and instead consider the global integral to be
JΦ,∗(φ; s) =
∫
H(Q)Z(A)\H(A)
φ(g)PαT (g)E
Φ,∗
Q (g; s) dg,
i.e., we replace PαT by its complex conjugate. It now follows from Theorem 4.10 and Propo-
sition 4.15 that we may choose another cusp form φ1 in the space of π so that J
Φ,∗(φ1; s) =
JΦ,∗∞ (φ; s)LS(π,∧2, 3s− 1) where the archimedean integral
JΦ,∗∞ (φ; s) = ΓR(6s − 2)
∫
UP (R)\H(R)
αχ(g)|ν(g)|
3sΦ(fg)φχ(g) dg.
Here ΓR(s) = π
−s/2Γ(s/2). Note that the archimedean integral in this equality involves the Fourier
coefficient of the cusp form φ, not φ1. We will show
Theorem 4.16. For a choice of data Φ∞ and α∞ made below, the archimedean integral J
Φ,∗
∞ (φ; s)
is equal to
a(T )(2π)−9sΓ(3s − 1)Γ(3s)Γ(3s + r − 3)
up to a nonzero constant.
We also define K∞-invariant Hermitian inner products || · || on W4(C) and ∧
2
CW4(C) ⊗ ν
−1.
The inner product on W4(C) is defined so as to make e1, e2, f1, f2 orthonormal, and the one on
∧2CW4(C)⊗ ν
−1 is induced from this inner product on W4(C). The inner products are C-linear in
the first variable. If v =W (e1 ∧ f1)−W
∗(e2 ∧ f2)+Be1 ∧ f2+Ce2 ∧ f1+Ge1 ∧ e2+Ef1 ∧ f2 then
||v||2 = 2|W |2 +B2 +C2 +G2 + E2.
Define r∗ = −(e1 − if1) ∧ (e2 − if2) ∈ ∧
2
CW4(C) ⊗ ν
−1. In terms of the matrix representation of
V6, r∗ =
(
−1 i
i 1
)
. The following proposition is analogous to [14], Lemma 6.1.
Proposition 4.17. The element r∗ satisfies the following properties:
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(1) |(r∗, v)|
2 = ||v||2 − (v, v) for v ∈ V6(R).
(2) r∗k∞ = j(k∞, i)
−1r∗.
(3) If g∞ · i = Z = X + iY , then
j(g∞, i)
−1ν(g∞)r∗g
−1
∞ =
(
−1 Z
Z ′ − det(Z)
)
.
(4) If v =
(
α h
h′ δ
)
, then j(g∞, i)
−1ν(g∞)(r∗, vg∞) =
−(α det(Z) + tr
(
h′Z
)
+ δ) =: Qv(Z).
Proof. We explain the proof of (3). For this, note that j(g∞, i)
−1ν(g∞)r∗g
−1
∞ is right K∞ invariant
by (2). Hence to compute it, we may assume g = uM is in P , withM =
(
ν ∗m−1
m
)
, and u =
(
1 X
1
)
,
where Y = ν ∗m−1m−1. Then by (3),
r∗M
−1 =
(
−ν−1 det(m) det(m) ∗m−1im−1(
det(m) ∗m−1im−1
)′
ν det(m)−1
)
.
Hence
j(M, i)−1ν(M)r∗M
−1 =
(
−1 iY
iY ′ − det(Y )
)
,
since det(Y ) =
(
ν det(m)−1
)2
. Acting again by u−1 =
(
1 −X
1
)
, one gets the desired formula. 
We define α∞(vT g) = (r∗, vT g)
−r. Note that since det(T ) > 0, the first part of the above
proposition implies α∞(vT g) is well-defined, and that the sum defining P
α
T converges absolutely for
r ≥ 7. In the notation of holomorphic Hermitian modular forms, we have for Z ∈ H,
PαT (Z) =
∑
v∈V6(Z),q(v)=−2 det(T )
1
Qv(Z)
.
(Recall that for an element v =
(
α h
h′ δ
)
of V6, q(v) = 2(αδ − det(h)).) The following proposition
computes the complex conjugate of αχ(g), and is proved exactly as [14], Lemma 6.2.
Proposition 4.18. Suppose m ∈M+(R), so that m(i) = iY for some Y . Then∫
NT \UP (R)
e−2πi tr(TX)α∞(vTu(X)m) dX =
(2πi)r
(r − 1)!
ν(m)rj(m, i)−re−2π tr(TY ).
We have defined
fΦ,∗(g; s) = ΓR(6s − 2)|ν(g)|
3s
∫
GL1(C)
|t|3sCΦ(tfg) dt.
Define Φ by Φ(v) = e−2π||v||
2
. Then we find
fΦ,∗(g; s) = ΓR(6s − 2)ΓC(3s)|ν(g)|
3s
(
||fg||2
)−3s
up to a nonzero constant, where ΓC(s) = 2(2π)
−sΓ(s). To compute |ν(g)|||fg||−2, it suffices to
take g in M+(R), since the quantity is right K∞-invariant and left UP (R)-invariant. Suppose
g =
(
λm#
m
)
, so that ν(g) = λdet(m), and g · i = iY , with Y = λm#m−1. Then if m =
(
a b
c d
)
,
one finds
Y =
λ
det(m)
(
|d|2 + |c|2 −(ac+ bd)
−(ac+ bd) |a|2 + |b|2
)
.
Now set Lf = J2
tffJ−12 , so that Lf is a rank one Hermitian matrix. (Recall J2 =
(
−1
1
)
.) If
f = uf1 + vf2, then
tr(LfY ) = |u|
2y22 − tr(uvy12) + |v|
2y11 =
(
−v u
)
Y
(
−v
u
)
> 0.
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One gets
|ν(g)|||fg||−2 = det(Y ) (tr(LfY ))
−1 .
Since this expression is right K∞-invariant and left UP -invariant, it is true for all g in H(R).
We have dm = δP (m)
−1dY , δP (m) = det(Y )
2, and |ν(m)j(m, i)−1|2 = det(Y ). Combining these
identities with Proposition 4.18 and (11), we obtain, up to a nonzero constant
JΦ,∗∞ (φ; s) =
∫
Z(R)\M(R)
δ−1P (m)αχ(m)f
Φ,∗(m; s)φχ(m) dm
= a(T )ΓR(6s − 2)ΓC(3s)
∫
Y
| tr(LfY )|
r−2
∣∣∣∣ detYtr(LfY )
∣∣∣∣3s+r−2 e−4π tr(TY ) d∗Y
where d∗Y = det(Y )−2 dY . Now we make a variable change using the basis f, fT . So, define
F ∈ GL2(E) via f1F = f , f2F = fT . We make the variable change Y = 〈f, f〉
−1
T F
∗Y˜ F . Then
〈f, f〉−1T FTF
∗ =
(
1
det(T )
)
and 〈f, f〉−1T FLF
∗ = 〈f, f〉T
(
0
1
)
.
Hence tr(TY ) = y˜11 + det(T )y˜22 and tr(LfY ) = 〈f, f〉T y˜22. Thus J
Φ,∗(φ; s) is
= a(T )ΓR(6s − 2)ΓC(3s)
∫
Y˜
(〈f, f〉T y˜22)
r−2
(
det(Y˜ )
〈f, f〉T y˜22
)3s+r−2
e−4π(y˜11+det(T )y˜22) d∗Y˜
= a(T )〈f, f〉−3sT ΓR(6s− 2)ΓC(3s)
∫
t>0;y22>0;y12∈C
|y22|
r−4t3s+r−3e
−4π(t+
|y12|
2
y22
+det(T )y22) dt
t
dy22dy12
making the variable change t = det(Y )/y22 = y11 − |y12|
2/y22 > 0. This last integral is, up to a
nonzero constant, equal to
a(T )(4π)−(3s+r−3)ΓR(6s− 2)ΓC(3s)Γ(3s + r − 3)
which is
a(T )(2π)−9sΓ(3s − 1)Γ(3s)Γ(3s + r − 3)
up to constant factors. This proves Theorem 4.16.
Appendix A. Arithmetic invariant theory of two-by-two Hermitian matrices
The purpose of this appendix is to explain some simple arithmetic invariant theory of two-by-two
Hermitian matrices. Although the arithmetic invariant theory is not needed in the proofs above,
we think its presence adds a useful perspective on the matrix computations that appear in the
unramified computation for the non-unique model integral JΦ,∗(φ; s). In particular, this section
explains the arithmetic significance of the quantities m−1Tm# and fT appearing in the proofs
above.
Our setup is as follows. F is a field, either a number field or a finite extension of Qp. E denotes
a quadratic extension of F , so that E is either F ×F or a quadratic field extension of F . We denote
by OF , OE the rings of integers in F and E, and x 7→ x denotes the conjugation of E over F .
Let V be a free OE-module of rank two. Denote by V
∨ the OE-linear dual of V . We let V ,
c : V → V denote the conjugate OE-module. This means that V is the set of symbols v, with
v ∈ V , and the addition in V is given by v + w = v + w. The OE-module structure on V is given
by λv = λv; c : V → V denotes the OE-conjugate-linear bijection v 7→ v. Similarly, c : V
∨ → V
∨
denotes the conjugate of V ∨, which is naturally identified with the dual of V . If L :M → N is an
map of two OE-modules, L :M → N denotes the conjugate map, which is uniquely determined by
the equality cL = Lc : M → N . The canonical pairing between V and V ∨ is denoted 〈 , 〉; we use
the same notation for the canonical pairing between V and V
∨
.
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We are given the data of a Hermitian form T on V , and a symplectic form J on V ∨. We think of
J as a map J : V ∨ → V that satisfies tJ = −J . We think of T as an OE-linear map T : V → V
∨
that satisfies tT = T . To be consistent with the body of the paper, we write the maps T , J on the
right their respective domains; e.g., if v ∈ V , then vT denotes the image of v under T in V
∨
.
Picking an OE-basis f1, f2 for V , we may compute the four numbers Tij = 〈fiT, fj〉. We define
det(T ) = T11T22−T12T21 the determinant of the associated two-by-two matrix. If δ1, δ2 denote the
basis of V ∨ dual to f1, f2, we may compute the norm of the Pfaffian of J , N(Pf(J)) = N(〈δ1J, δ2〉).
While both det(T ) and N(Pf(J)) depend on the basis, the product N(Pf(J)) det(T ) does not,
and does not depend on the choice of Pfaffian.
Associated to this data of (T : V → V
∨
, J : V ∨ → V ), we will define a quaternion ring HT,J , and
a left HT,J -module structure on V
∨, as follows. First, the quaternion ring HT,J := OE⊕OES. The
ring structure on HT,J is determined by the equalities S
2 = −N(Pf(J)) det(T ), and for x ∈ OE ,
Sx = xS. The conjugation on HT,J is given by
x+ yS 7→ x+ Sy = x− Sy = x− yS.
We let S act on V ∨ via the map δ 7→ δJT . We let OE act on V
∨ just by the OE-module structure.
Then since S acts conjugate-linearly, the relation Sx = xS is satisfied. Since S2 = JTcJTc =
JTJT = JTJ tT , and the modules are free, this composite may be computed in matrices, and is
found to be −N(Pf(J)) det(T ). Diagrammatically,
S2 : V ∨
J
→ V
T
→ V
∨ J
→ V
T
→ V ∨.
Hence V ∨ is naturally an HT,J -module.
Now we explain the quantities m−1Tm# and fT = fTJ . First, note that an element f ∈ V gives
a linear map V ∨ → OE , δ 7→ 〈f, δ〉. Now, the map δ 7→ −〈f, S(δ)〉 is also a linear map on V
∨,
hence there is an fT ∈ V so that 〈fT , δ〉 = −〈f, S(δ)〉 for all δ ∈ V
∨. Since
−〈f, S(δ)〉 = −〈f, δJT 〉 = −〈f, δJT 〉 = −〈f tT tJ, δJT 〉 = 〈fTJ, δ〉,
we get fT = fTJ , as defined in the body of the paper.
Suppose now we are given an element m ∈ GL(VE), VE := V ⊗OE E. Associated to m we have
an OE module V (m) := V
∨ tm of V ∨E .
Lemma A.1. Suppose J is invertible. Then, the OE-module V (m) of V
∨
E is an HT,J module if
and only if det(m)m−1T ∗m−1 = m−1Tm# is in H2(OE).
Proof. We must check that S(V (m)) is contained in V (m). But
tmS tm−1 = tmJTc tm−1 = J(J−1 tmJ)T ∗m−1c = det(m)Jm−1T ∗m−1c.
Hence V (m) is closed under the action of HT,J precisely when det(m)Jm
−1T ∗m−1 is integral.
Since we assume J is invertible, this is equivalent to m−1Tm# being integral, as desired. 
Finally, let us reconsider the situation in Lemma 4.14 from the perspective of V (m). We are
given that this module is taken to itself under the action of S, and we have f ∈ V with 〈f, V (m)〉
in OE . Hence, so is 〈fT , V (m)〉, since
〈fT , V (m)〉 = 〈f, SV (m)〉 ⊆ 〈f, V (m)〉 ⊆ OE .
This was the motivation for the definition of the element fT = fTJ and the proof of Lemma 4.14.
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